Corelation of lymphocytic infiltrates with the prognosis of recurrent colo-rectal cancer.
Recent studies are focusing on complementary prognostic and predictive markers that could complete the predictive TNM staging and one of the most promising directions is the study of tumor immune infiltrates. Our 2-year retrospective study includes resection specimens from the primary tumors of 23 patients presenting to our clinic for a local or a distant relapse after colon or rectal cancer. From every primary tumor specimen we obtained immunohistochemically stained slides in order to assess cd3, cd4, cd8, cd45ro and cd68 infiltrates. Digital analysis assessed the density and percentage of positively stained cells in the normal peritumoral tissue, invasive margin and center of the tumor. A small density of cd8 positive cells in the peritumoral region was strongly correlated with a longer disease-free interval (p=0.009) and the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis showed that the percentage of cd8+ T cells could be used to stratify patients in terms of relapse risk (p=0.006). We found no correlation between invasion front infiltrates and intra tumoral infiltrates and the disease-free interval. Our study concludes that cytotoxic T-cell infiltrates in the normal peritumoral tissue could be used to predict a more aggressive tumor in terms of the relapse risk.